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Even if all you are looking for on your visit to Puerto Rico is luxury, then here are some of the best
hotels and resorts that you simply must check out. One of the first that can be recommended is that
of Doubletree by Hilton. The hotel has some great views, which you can get when you upgrade your
room from one of the regulars. If you do not get one with a view, you could opt for one of the corner
rooms which are a little bigger and spacious. The rooms come with complimentary breakfast and
the meal is absolutely fabulous and when you arrive, you are greeted with cookies.

Another beautiful one that you can try is the Luquillo Sunrise Beach Inn. For all those beach bums,
the location is the best you can ask for. It is located on the Northeast corner of Puerto Rico and you
get great views of the El Yunque tropical forest as well as the bioluminescent bay in the area. It is
also a great starting point to discover Ponce as well as the Old Town. This is the perfect place to
stay if you are looking to surf.

The Hix Island House is a great place for you rest when you are in Vieques Island. Each day you
are offered a basket of fresh fruits, bread and the kitchen is well stocked. You are offered regular
sessions of yoga. The rooms are well ventilated and the design of the place, you will see is
minimalistic. Because this is a small outfit, you the owners are at your beck and call and you can
easily customize your time here. A good way to get great views is to opt for those on the top.

The Hacienda Tamarindo is an island in itself or at least that is what you are going to feel like when
you check in. It is completely low key and the owners will go out of their way to make your stay
comfortable. The rooms come with louvered French windows. Breakfast is part of the package here
and you can even opt for picnic lunches. Visiting here in winter is ideal.

The Acacia Boutique Hotel is part of the latest trend that is going about Puerto Rico. What will strike
you first is the reception is filled with scented candles and completely exudes a tropical atmosphere.
Opt for the rooms with an ocean view from the balcony and you are guaranteed to have a wonderful
time.
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Roger Nash - About Author:
Welcome to SeePuertoRico, If you want to travel and stay a Puerto Rico hotels? Check out the
latest a Puerto Rico resorts packages and also find lost more on our official website. And celebrate
your a puerto rico weddings to make it most memorable moment of your life.
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